Abstract. Carrier phase measurement is essential for high-accuracy measurement in kinematic global positioning system (GPS) applications. For GPS receiver design, a narrow noise bandwidth is desired to decrease phase jitter due to thermal noise. However, this bandwidth will deteriorate the capability of the tracking loop and result in cycle slipping. Based on bandwidth adjustment criteria, a novel intelligent GPS receiver is proposed for solving the carrier phase tracking problem in the presence of high dynamic environments. A phase error estimator is developed in the carrier loop to conduct the phase error signals; i.e., frequency and frequency ramp errors. Two kinds of fuzzy inference (FI)-based approaches, fuzzy logic control and adaptive neuro-fuzzy control methods, that are simple and have easy realization properties are designed to perform rapid and accurate control of the digital frequency phase-locked loop (FPLL). A new design procedure for kinematic GPS receiver development is also presented. The computer results show that the FI-based receivers achieve faster settling time and wider pull-in range than the conventional tracking loops while also preventing the occurrence of cycle slips.
Introduction
The global positioning system (GPS) has become a commonly-used civil instrument for aircraft precision approaches and in-car navigation systems, etc. Making use of carrier phase information achieves high precision estimation limited to a millimeter level of accuracy. Robust carrier phase tracking has proven to be a challenging task in receiver design, when the trajectories of the users are of high dynamics. In practice, a digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) scheme is always employed in the receiver to extract the phase of the sinusoidal signal. For highly dynamic environments, e.g., in mobile vehicles, the carrier phase signals cannot be followed promptly with conventional tracking loops and result in lost cycles. Once cycle slips occur, several measurement epochs are missed, and a timeconsuming ambiguity search must be restarted. To overcome this notable drawback, some new DPLL designs are expected to improve the positioning accuracy and prevent the occurrence of cycle slipping.
Few researchers have investigated the DPLL design in various kinematic environments. Simon and El-Sherief [5] proposed a fuzzy PLL estimation filter for missile navigation. The gradient descent (GD) algorithm and genetic algorithm (GA) were used for optimization of the fuzzy estimators. However, this target tracking model applies a simplified PLL architecture, which is not an adequate solution of implementation for practical receiver design. Jwo [5] presented an optimal estimator for bandwidth determination in dynamic environments based on a linear Kalman filter. The optimal noise bandwidths were obtained for the first-, second-, and third-order linear PLLs in the steady state. However, if the receivers are utilized in high kinematic circumstances, the linear model assumption no longer holds. Furthermore, the PLL may lose tracking and not return to synchronization operation anymore in the steady state [1] . To date, few studies have attempted to design an intelligent realized receiver when the motion directions exhibit high dynamics. It is a major problem for GPS utilized in a variety of consumer and aerospace applications.
In this paper, a new architecture design for a GPS receiver is proposed to handle robust carrier phase tracking in dynamic environments. The received phase signal comprises five components: (1) phase offset, (2) frequency offset, (3) frequency ramp offset, (4) sinusoidal phase jitter, and (5) decaying phase jitter. To produce an accurate estimate of the phase information, a narrow noise bandwidth must be used. It, in turn, is subjected to a serious problem called cycle slip. A new intelligent carrier loop is presented to deal with this contradiction. The tracking error signals, including (1) phase error, (2) frequency error, and (3) frequency ramp error, are periodically computed and recognized from the phase error estimator. When the phase errors are larger, fuzzy inference (FI) controllers are used to regulate the PLL and frequency-locked loop (FLL) swiftly. Once the tracking errors have decreased, the tracking loop will resolve to the narrowband mode. Because of the simple and flexible structure in digital signal processing (DSP) implementation, fuzzy logic (FL) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy (ANF) methods are presented for intelligent FI controller design. A systematic procedure is also established for robust carrier loop development under narrow bandwidth conditions. Our proposed GPS FI carrier tracking loops are shown to achieve a fast pull-in process and wide locking range in dynamic environments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the kinematic carrier phase model and cycle slip problem are described. Section 3 proposes the FI receiver approach for dynamic environments. A step-by-step digital tracking loop design procedure is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, simulation results are demonstrated to verify the proposed methods. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Kinematic carrier phase model
The satellite broadcast ranging codes and navigation data at two frequencies: primary L1 (1575.42 MHz) and secondary L2 (1227.42 MHz), and only the L1 signal, free for civilian use, will be considered. The received sample observation is modeled as
where P is the average power of the received signal, D[·] is the binary data sequence, C A[·] is the Gold code sequence, T s = 1/ f s is the sample period, τ is the code transmission time delay with respect to the GPS system time, ω b is the baseband carrier radian frequency, θ(i T s ) is the unknown carrier phase to be estimated, and n i is the received noise modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ 2 n . Figure 1 demonstrates the GPS carrier tracking loop. The digitized intermediate frequency (IF) signals are ready to be processed by using a combination of dedicated baseband correlators and a digital signal processor. In order to decode the information, an acquisition method must be used first to detect the presence of the signals. The receiver simultaneously sweeps the uncertainty ranges of the code phase and carrier Doppler frequency shift, so that it can match the incoming and local signals. After the satellite vehicle (SV) code and frequency are successfully replicated during the search process, the carrier and code tracking loops are utilized to synchronize the two-dimensional phases [carrier and pseudo random noise (PRN) code] in the steady state.
The received sequence r (i T s ) is multiplied with the local prompt coarse/acquisition (C/A) code and in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) phase channel correlators. Then the outputs of the in-phase and quadrature-phase accumulators become
where
is the integrated amplitude of the I-phase and Q-phase components [4] , T is called the predetection integration time (PIT) or the loop update time, ω = (θ k − θ k−1 )/T , and M = T /T s is the number of samples summed together to update the loop. θ(kT ) andθ(kT ) are the carrier phase of the received signal and local carrier signal. n I,k and n Q,k are the noise components due to input noise n i . The phase error can be computed according to an arc-tangent operation discriminator and we have
where θ e (kT ) ∈ [−π, +π] is the carrier phase error with the input noise disturbance, and n θ,k is the phase disturbance noise. If the received sample signal is noise free, θ e (kT ) = θ(kT ) −θ(kT ) becomes the phase tracking error in the modulo [−π, +π] sense. The satellite and vehicle motion has an impact effect on the processing of the phase and frequency tracking at the GPS receivers. The carrier phase θ(kT ) generally includes five components: (a) phase offset, (b) frequency offset, (c) rate of change of the frequency (frequency ramp) offset, (d) sinusoidal phase jitter, and (e) decaying sinusoidal jitter. The mathematical model for the carrier phase at the sampling instants is
where θ 0 (rad) is simply a fluctuation phase offset difference between the satellite and receiver. ω 0 (rad/s) is the amount of fluctuation radian frequency offset due to the Doppler effect and clock biases. α 0 (rad/s 2 ) is the amount of Doppler effect and highly dynamic environment between the satellite and mobile vehicle. The phase jitter is typically modeled as sinusoidal waveforms with amplitude A j and frequency ω j . Decaying sinusoidal signals arise in the response of vibration behavior of the kinematic vehicles on the fly. B m , α m , and β m are the amplitude, decaying factor, and frequency, respectively. The z transform of the input carrier phase signal is given by
For this great diversity of phase components, an intelligent receiver design is required to perform the desired transient and steady response in the carrier tracking loop.
Cycle slips
Due to high phase dynamics and/or phase noise, the carrier transient error will change rapidly. If the phase discriminator cannot recognize the difference between θ e (kT ) and θ e (kT ) + 2nπ (where n is an integer), then synchronization failure may occur. This phenomenon is called cycle slipping, i.e., jumps of the carrier phase by an integer multiple of the wavelength. If cycle slips occur, they will degrade the high accuracy of the carrier phase range and also that of the position message obtained from such carrier phase observables. Therefore, restarting the carrier phase ambiguity solution is a time-and computation-intensive task and should be avoided as long as possible.
It is desired to maintain lock on the carrier phase to achieve highly accurate kinematic positions. Two limitations of the input frequency are defined as design specifications for kinematic GPS receivers utilized on different vehicles.
(a) Instantaneous frequency step tracking: When the input frequency changes instantaneously, the DPLL may lose lock before the limits of the hold-in range. This is a dynamic limit of the lock operation of a PLL. The frequency step range of the loop is defined as
where θ(kT ) and θ(kT − T ) are the carrier phase at kT and (k − 1)T instants, respectively. To determine the frequency error unambiguously, the phase difference of two successive values must be less than ±π. In this work, the loop update rate is set to 1 kHz, and loss of lock is declared when the corresponding instantaneous frequency ω desired exceeds 3141.6 rad/s. (b) Frequent ramp tracking: When the frequency derivative is a constant, the frequency is said to be a ramp signal. It is a difficult problem to maintain lock on the carrier phase, when user acceleration is involved in the tracking loop. The frequency ramp caused by the satellite motion is usually small in GPS, so we only consider the motion of the vehicle [3] . We assume that the user has an acceleration of a r (m/s 2 ), and the corresponding rate of change of the Doppler frequency can be expressed as
where c is the speed of light (= 3 × 10 8 m/s) and ω c (rad/s) is the GPS L1 channel carrier radian frequency (= 2π × 1575.42 MHz). For example, in a highspeed airplane with an acceleration of 7 G (gravitational acceleration with a value of 9.8 m/s 2 ), the corresponding maximum Doppler frequency ramp α desired is 2262 rad/s 2 . This means that the proposed FI receiver must have the capability of tracking the desired instantaneous frequency and frequency ramp without the occurrence of cycle slips. The thermal noise is another source for skipping a cycle in DPLL. The onesigma thermal noise jitter of a PLL can be calculated as follows [2] :
where σ R (deg) is the standard deviation of thermal noise, B n (Hz) is the carrier loop noise bandwidth, and CNR (dB-Hz) is the carrier-to-noise ratio for a GPS receiver, typically ranging from 35-55 dB-Hz [6] . For a nominal range of CNRs, the thermal noise is always considered insignificant compared to the transient phase error described above. We assume B n = 20 Hz and T = 0.001 s, and the nominal range of three-sigma thermal noise ranges from 0.024-0.26 radians. It is observed that cycle slipping due to a high dynamic trajectory can be the dominant factor in kinematic environments.
Noise bandwidth
In carrier loop design, a trade-off between two contradicting considerations is always an issue. This involves the selection of the noise bandwidth. The thermal noise jitter is sensitive to the noise bandwidth. Decreasing the noise bandwidth can reduce the thermal noise. Hence, it will, in turn, reduce the ability of the loop to track the Doppler-shifted carrier phase signal induced by the user dynamics. In practice, the carrier noise bandwidths are designed in the range of 5-20 Hz for a GPS receiver to suppress the thermal noise jitter. The pull-out frequency and frequency ramp ranges [1] of a conventional PLL can be obtained as
where ω n (rad/s) is the natural frequency, and ξ is the damping ratio. The loop can maintain lock for a frequency step ω < ω P O and frequency ramp α < α P O . For the nominal range of noise bandwidth, the pull-out ranges are usually narrow. It is difficult to maintain lock for a narrow bandwidth PLL that suffers from severe Doppler environments. The next section proposes a new tracking loop to overcome this paradox.
Fuzzy inference-based (FIB) receiver
The baseband structure of the proposed intelligent receiver model applied in dynamic environments is shown in Figure 2a . The carrier loop is composed of a phase detector with modulo function, a phase error estimator, FI-based controllers, digital filters, and a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO). Because of the simple architecture in the realization aspect and the nonlinear property of the closed-loop system, two FI schemes, namely fuzzy logic control and adaptive neuro-fuzzy control, are utilized to design the intelligent controllers. Two controllers, FI controller 1 and FI controller 2, are employed to control the secondorder PLL and assisted second-order FLL, respectively.
Phase error estimator
The control flowchart of the proposed receiver is depicted in Figure 2b . When the code and carrier loop enters the tracking mode, the frequency error ω e,k and frequency ramp error α e,k are periodically computed by the phase error estimator and are given by
(10.2)
Fuzzy logic controller (FLC)
In our system, the state vector
T are chosen as the input variables of FI controller 1 and FI controller 2, shown in Figure 3 . Five fuzzy terms are defined for each linguistic variable. These terms are negative big (NB), negative small (NS), zero (ZE), positive small (PS), and positive big (PB). We choose triangular-shaped membership functions for the control input and output variables, and the input and output membership functions are depicted in Figure 3a . An inference mechanism based on the Mamdani algorithm is evaluated and implemented here. The fuzzy rule tables providing the human knowledge base of the system are depicted in Figure 3b . These rules are expressed as where x 1 , x 2 , and y are linguistic variables, and A i 1 , A i 2 , and B i are linguistic labels (or fuzzy sets) characterized by membership functions. The fuzzy output is determined from the center average defuzzification formulated as follows:
FIS
where n is the number of fuzzy output sets, y i is the numerical value of the ith output membership function, and u(y i ) represents its membership value at the ith quantization level.
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy controllers (ANFCs)
The ANF is a five-layer feedforward network (see Figure 4a) , where each layer performs a particular node function on incoming signals. It is assumed that the FI system uses a first-order Sugeno model with if-then rules in the following form: We select the membership to be a Gaussian function, such as
where m j i and σ j i are the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian membership function, respectively. They are referred to as premise parameters. The functions of the five layers of the ANFC are described as follows. 
Layer 3. Each node in this layer computes the normalized firing strength of a rule. The jth node calculates the ratio of the jth rule's firing strength to the sum of all the rules' firing strengths:
Layer 4. Each node in this layer calculates the weighted consequent value for a rule. The function of each node performs the algebra product: (1) (2) . . .
For notational simplicity, equation (16.1) can be described as a matrix form:
where C = [c
T is a p by (3 * M) data matrix, c n is a 1 by (3 * M) row vector, D is a p by 1 desired data vector, and X is a (3 * M) by 1 unknown weight vector represented by arranging all the consequent parameters in one column vector. We adopt the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm to rapidly train and adapt the consequent parameters of the equivalent FI system. The RLS algorithm can be expressed as
whereX n is the estimated consequent weight vector. The matrix P n is referred to as an inverse correlation matrix, and λ is a forgetting factor. The time-varying vector G n called the gain vector can update the value itself according to equation (17.1). Additionally, we need to specify the initial conditions of the RLS algorithm to start the learning process. The weight vectorX 0 is set as a zero vector, and the inverse correlation matrix P n is set as P 0 = δ −1 I, where the positive constant δ is the only parameter required for this initialization.
Digital tracking loop design
The filter order and noise bandwidth determine the loop response to signal dynamics and become two vital factors in the carrier loop. A second-order PLL is unconditionally stable at all noise bandwidths but suffers from sensitivity to acceleration stress error. In our approach, an assisted second-order FLL is applied to improve the phase acceleration dynamics. Table 1 illustrates the detailed transformation between analog and digital PLLs based on the backward Euler method (BEM). It is obtained by using a numerical method to approximate the integral equation. The closed-loop transfer function of a second-order PLL/FLL can be represented as
where ω n (rad/s) is the natural frequency, and a is the filter coefficient. The singlesided loop noise bandwidth B n for this system is
The natural frequency ω n can be determined in terms of the desired loop bandwidth B n . Because most GPS carrier tracking loops are built as a digital structure, the BEM is utilized to map the continuous-time system into a discrete-time one. We herein consider the first-order loop filter with a transfer function:
where K 1 and K 2 are digital filter coefficients of the DPLL/DFLL. We assume that K d is the gain of the phase discriminator and K n is the gain of the NCO. The equivalent mathematical model of the NCO is written as
Inserting equations (20) and (21) into the carrier tracking system, the discretetime closed-loop transfer function becomes
Starting from an analog equivalent transfer function such as equation (18), we can derive the corresponding digital loop filter coefficients K 1 and K 2 as
In our design, a narrower noise bandwidth (∼20 Hz) is adopted to maintain an accurate position and velocity determination. Nonlinear FI controllers acting as variable gains are employed to follow the incoming phase promptly in a highly dynamic environment. The proposed design processes of the kinematic GPS receiver are the following steps.
Step 1. Determine the desired instantaneous frequency step and frequency ramp limitations of a moving vehicle carrying a GPS receiver from equations (6) and (7). The maximum Doppler velocity and acceleration of various mobile users must be obtained first.
Step 2. Choose the carrier noise bandwidth B n . In practice, a narrow bandwidth of range 5-20 Hz is chosen. This is one set of several possible selections that the carrier loop can operate.
Step 3. Determine the gains of the phase discriminator (K d ) and NCO (K n ). The damping ratio is selected as the optimum value 0.707. The corresponding filter parameters K 1 and K 2 are found from equations (23.1) and (23.2).
Step 4. Design the proposed FI controllers for the FPLL. The FLC and ANFC schemes are the two candidates employed to perform the robust carrier phase tracking.
Step 5. Perform the dynamic transient tests for different trajectories at a low CNR of 35 dB-Hz. Five types of carrier phase signals are considered to conduct each algorithm. Because the carrier tracking loop is nonlinear near the threshold region, a Monte Carlo simulation under the dynamic and CNR conditions will determine the true tracking performance of the GPS receivers.
Step 6. Examine the transient and steady-state performances in a variety of dynamics. By adapting the rule tables and patterns correctly, the FI controllers of the system can be obtained with respect to the desired limitations above. Some other performance indexes, e.g., settling time and locking ranges, can also be considered.
Simulation results
To demonstrate the characteristics of the proposed FI-based GPS receiver, several computer simulation results in five different circumstances are performed. We consider tracking the L1 carrier frequency (1575.42 MHz) in this work. The received signal is bandpass filtered, amplified, and down-converted to an intermediate frequency (IF) and then digitized. The IF is fixed at 1.25 MHz, and a sampling frequency of 5 MHz is selected. Typically, the CNRs for the GPS receiver range from 35-55 dB-Hz [2] , and can be defined by Loop filter
Digital filter parameters based on BEM where P is the power of the received signal assumed to be unity without loss of generality (from equation (1)), σ 2 n is the power of AWGN noise, and T s = 0.2 ms is the sampling period. The DPLL dynamic tests here are conducted for a low value of CNR of 35 dB-Hz, and each curve is obtained based on 1000 independent Monte Carlo simulations.
Four types of DPLLs are compared, namely FLC FPLL, ANFC FPLL, conventional second-order PLL, and third-order PLL. The complete fuzzy rules for FL controllers are illustrated in Figure 3 . For five linguistic terms used for each input variable, 25 rules are developed for each controller. Each ANFC also contains 25 rules with five membership functions being assigned to each input variable, and the total number of consequent parameters is 75. In Step 1 above, three desired dynamic signals: a phase offset of π/2 radian, an instantaneous frequency step of 400 Hz, and a frequency ramp of 400 Hz/s, are utilized as the reference training waveforms. We collect the effective input-output information from each of three dynamic environments individually developed in the FLC, and the patterns are joined together to apply in the ANF network training procedure. Figure 4b shows the training error curves of two ANFCs with the RLS algorithm. The noise bandwidths for traditional second-and third-order loops are chosen as 20 Hz/18 Hz consistent with stability, and the corresponding digital filter parameters are summarized in Table 2 .
Figures 5a and b illustrate the phase offset and phase error responses of each scheme, when a 1 radian step input is applied. The total simulation time is 120 ms. It is seen that the ANFC and FLC FPLL achieve a better performance in terms of settling times of 30 ms and 60 ms for the 5% phase error specification, respectively. On the other hand, the conventional second-and third-order PLLs require settling times of 115 ms and 175 ms, approximately. It appears that the proposed methods do enhance the PLL to track the carrier phase rapidly.
In a dynamic environment, the carrier signal contains phase fluctuations because of the channel fading. The performances of each tracking loop for phase jitter tracking are demonstrated in Figure 6 . Here, a single-tone sinusoid corresponding to a jitter frequency of 25 Hz with A 1 = 1.2 is considered. It is observed that FI-based FPLLs can handle the tracking of jitter waveforms promptly on Figures 8a and b are the system responses when an instantaneous 400 Hz frequency step is applied. In this dynamic circumstance, both FI controller 1 and controller 2 are utilized to control the dual-loop FPLL. It is shown from Figure 8a that the unlocked phenomenon occurs in the traditional second-and third-order loops. The pull-in process is rather slow, so a long pull-in time is required to keep lock again. The same figure shows that an excellent phase tracking performance has been obtained and the control loops are locked all the time by the FI methods. The FLC and ANFC schemes require settling times of 15 ms and 12 ms approximately, achieving the 5% frequency error specification. Table 3 shows the results of settling time versus Doppler frequency shift for each loop scheme, in which the frequency step f 0 changes from 50 Hz to 400 Hz. Our proposed receiver shows a significant improvement in terms of shorter settling time than other conventional loops. As can been seen, the cycle slipping phenomenon occurs in the conventional loops as the frequency offset becomes larger than 100 Hz. By incorporating the fuzzy controllers into the carrier loop, the locking range and pull-in range can be extended effectively. We show in Figure 9 the simulation results of each method for a severe kinematic environment, i.e., frequency ramp tracking. The maximum rate of change of the Doppler frequency is set to be 400 Hz/s as the dynamic input. In order to maintain lock on the carrier signal, both FI controller 1 and controller 2 are employed to track the phase waveform. The transient responses have a significant improvement in the convergence rate to the zero steady-state phase error as compared with the conventional ones. It is found that the settling times are 21 ms and 35 ms for ANFC and FLC FPLLs, respectively. Hence, the phase errors grow too rapidly, so that the conventional loops cannot pull in again and lose lock eventually. To demonstrate the benefit of our proposed loops, the motion acceleration of a vehicle ranging from 1 G to 8 G is simulated. Table 4 compares the simulated tracking performances of the fuzzy tracking loops with those of the conventional methods under these severe mobile cases. Clearly, traditional loops with constant noise bandwidth can only operate in smaller frequency ramp ranges (up to near 250 Hz/s). On the other hand, the fuzzy controller provides an adaptive gain in the DFLL and the acquisition performance of the dual-loop receiver can be significantly extended to 411.7 Hz/s. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a new method for improving the tracking performance of GPS receivers has been proposed. For dynamic surroundings, the FI scheme can control the dual-loop FPLL robustly and perform a better traceability of various phase signals during the transient period. For the FLC approach, the rule tables and membership functions are constructed on the basis of knowledge experience. In order to achieve an excellent tracking performance, the RLS algorithm is employed to optimize the ANF control method. Five kinds of carrier phase signals are considered for verification of dynamic trajectories. Numerical results over Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the FI carrier loops are capable of rapid acquisition speed and widening pull-in range compared to traditional loops. Both FLC and ANFC methods can achieve a short settling time while preventing the occurrence of cycle slips in kinematic environments. Moreover, the proposed FIbased method can be incorporated into a microcomputer system by software and can become a cost-effective implementation.
